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WELCOME
The EMPA welcomes new members Clark Thompson of Poughkeepsie,
NY, Walter Smith of Palmertown, PA and Jason Beck of Fayetteville, NC. Clark
is a photographer with Metro Sports Magazine, Walter is a photographer at
Mahoning Valley and Jason is Associate Tech editor for Speedway
Illustrated. We thank all three for their support of the EMPA and look forward to
seeing them at the January convention.
HOWIE HODGE AWARD
We revealed in the last newsletter that the board of
directors had approved member Michael Jaworecki’s offer to
sponsor a “peer vote” photography award
honoring the late Howie Hodge . Dave
Moulthrop then worked up the design of the
trophy and obtained it from the shop which
does our large plaques listing past award
winners. In future years, each winner,
determined by a vote of the photographers
present, will receive a similar trophy courtesy
of Michael. Please thank Michael for his
support when you see him at the races. The trophy is pictured
here, and we thank Dave Moulthrop for the photos.
MEMBER NEWS
After a flurry of member news last summer, we’ve hit a dry spot
lately. Please let us know if you win an award, retire, get married or are involved
in some other noteworthy event so we can pass it along to the other members in
future newsletters.
The best news we have to relate this time around is that VP Dino Oberto’s
new knee finally responded to treatment and he is back to work at both his
regular employment and Mahoning Valley.
LOOKING BACK
Members of a certain age will understand that as you reach a certain point
in life, you start cleaning out and throwing away the “stuff” you have collected for
decades. We were digging in our totes full of past work and came across the
Spring, 2000 EMPA newsletter put together by longtime President Ernie
Saxton. Apparently we’d hung on to it because Ernie had reprinted a column we
did for Stock Car Magazine. After reading it again, it came to us that in much of
it, “photographers” could be substituted for “writers” as many thoughts apply
equally to both. One big change is that many of the trade papers mentioned no
longer exist, but the rest is worth considering as members go about their work.
It’s on the next page.
Until next time…..Ron

